Backyard Gardening Series

The Colorization of Texas Bluebonnets

September 2, 2014
Tuesday, 6:30 pm—8:30 pm
Texas A&M AgriLife Ext Svc
3355 Cherry Ridge, Suite 208
San Antonio, TX 78230-4818
(210) 467-6575

David Rodriguez, County Extension Agent-Horticulturist, is presenting Dr. Jerry Parsons on the ‘Colorization of Texas Bluebonnets.’

- Classifying of the Texas Bluebonnet
- History of the Alamo and the ‘Pink Bluebonnet’
- Efforts from Carol Abbott and John Thomas
- Seeds vs. transplants
- Collection of seeds
- Maintaining strand of future bluebonnets

RSVP to Angel Torres
210 467-6575 or matorres@ag.tamu.edu
$10 per person